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Abstract. We present a complete solution of the collision problem for massless
Bosons in four space-time dimensions.

1. Introduction

We continue here our discussion of the collision problem for massless particles
in the setting of local, relativistic quantum theory. In two previous papers we
have developed a collision theory for massless Fermions [1] and for waves in two
space-time dimensions [2]. It is the aim of the present article to extend this
analysis to models including massless Bosons.

As soon as massless Bosons take part in collisions one is faced with all kinds
of infrared problems. The most spectacular one is the desintegration of charged
massive particles into infraparticles [3]. A famous example of this phenomenon
can be met in quantum electrodynamics where it is indicated by perturbation
theory that the electron does not have a precise mass due to the Coulomb field
which it carries along. The massless particles however manifest themselves as
real particles with a precise mass in most of the models of physical interest:
they appear either as a consequence of a gauge symmetry of the second kind or
they result from a spontaneously broken ordinary symmetry via the Goldstone
mechanism [4]. It is therefore no essential loss of generality if we restrict our
attention to models in which at least the massless particles can be sharply defined
as proper eigenstates of the mass operator.

Another difficulty in the presence of massless particles is connected with the
construction of charged states from the vacuum. It is well known that locality
of the charge carrying fields is in general not compatible with positivity of the
metric in the state space. In quantum electrodynamics for example, one has
either to abandon locality of the Fermi fields (as in the Coulomb-gauge) or one
looses positivity of the metric (as in the Gupta-Bleuler gauge) [5]. For this reason
gauge theories like quantum electrodynamics do not completely fit into the
framework of this paper. However we want to emphasize that our arguments
apply to the vacuum representation of the gauge invariant quantities in these
models.
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As in our previous investigations we shall use Huyghens' principle and locality
in order to establish the existence of asymptotic fields corresponding to the
massless Bosons. However, in contrast to the models treated so far, the present
construction is burdened with many technicalities owing to the fact that the
asymptotic Bose fields are unbounded operators. It will be one of the main tasks
of our analysis to extract information from the basic postulates about the structure
of their domain of definition.

In order to solve these problems we need some estimates for vacuum expecta-
tion values of local operators at large spacelike distances. Uniform estimates for
arbitrary configurations of the operators (similar to the massive case) are too
weak and of no use here. However, we shall see that suitable spherical means
of the vacuum expectation values have clustering properties which are sufficient
for our purposes. These estimates, which are given in the Appendix, will enable
us to construct collision states of massless Bosons with the familiar Fock structure.
We shall then see that the (real) asymptotic fields are essentially selfadjoint on
their natural domain of definition which is given by Huyghens' principle and
locality. This somewhat technical result will simplify our proof that the asymptotic
field operators have all the properties of a free, massless field. It will furthermore
enable us to construct the asymptotic field algebras and to establish their local,
covariant net structure.

An analysis of the physically relevant representations of the asymptotic field
algebras would be the natural next step in the discussion of the collision problem
for massless particles. If infinitely many massless particles can be produced in
collisions one expects that besides the Fock representation (induced by the
vacuum) other representations appear in which a particle number operator
cannot be defined. It would be desirable to gain some knowledge about the
structure of these infrared representations within the general framework of local
field theory. Unfortunately, our investigations of these questions are not yet
complete. An interesting partial result is that the representations of the asymptotic
field algebras, which are induced by vectors in the physical state space, have the
local Fock property. This means that the restrictions of any physical state to the
asymptotic field algebras attached to finite spacetime regions (and even to certain
unbounded regions) can be interpreted as incoming and outgoing configurations
of massless particles.

As in Ref. [1] we express the basic field theoretical structures in terms of a
field algebra g of bounded operators acting irreducibly on a separable Hubert
space Jf of physical states, g is generated by a net 0-+%(Θ) of local algebras
attached to the open, bounded regions #ClR4. We assume that all local operators
commute at spacelike distances:

WiKWi)' for 0 x C 0 i . (1)

(Models containing Fermi operators as well need nothing more than an additional
notational complication.) Furthermore we assume that there exists a continuous
unitary representation L-> U(L) of the Poincare group 0* in 2tf which induces
automorphisms of the local net:

(2)
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The spectrum of the generators of the translations (x0, x) = x-+U(x) is contained
in the closed forward lightcone. There exists a unit vector Ω, the vacuum, unique
up to a phase, which is invariant under the action of U(L), Le&. Finally, there
is a subspace jfί C J^, the space of massless one-particle states, on which the
U(L), Le& act like a representation of the Poincare group & with mass m = 0.

2. The Asymptotic Fields

This section is devoted to the construction of asymptotic field operators cor-
responding to the massless particles and to a preliminary analysis of their domain
of definition. As in Ref. [1] we define the asymptotic fields as adiabatic limits of
operators Aeft. Actually we shall not use arbitrary Ae$ but only local operators
for which the operator valued functions x-+A(x)= U(x)AU(x)~1 are infinitely
often differentiate in the uniform topology. These operators constitute a ^-algebra
g 0 , which is invariant under Poincare transformations and weakly dense in g.
So g 0 contains all essential informations about g.

Now let A be any operator from §o We define for each ίeIRa spherical mean
of 4,

At=-2t'$dωd0A{t,te). (3)

Here dω = dω(e) is the normalized, invariant measure on the unit sphere S2 in
IR3, e a unit vector which runs over the sphere and δ0 denotes differentiation with
respect to the time component of the translations; the integral is defined as a
Bochner integral. If one applies At to the vacuum one gets

AtΩ = \P\-1 (eit{H~|p|)-eit{H+ m)HAΩ, (4)

where H is the Hamiltonian and P the momentum operator. The right hand
side of this equation is well defined because the operator in the bracket maps
the vectors in J f into the domain of \P\ ~1. However, in the course of our analysis
it will be necessary to interchange the order of the bracket and \P\~ι and the
question arises whether the vector HAΩ is still in the domain of IPΓ 1 . One could
always achieve this by smearing A with a suitable testfunction. Yet such a smearing
is not even necessary. Using arguments similar to those of Araki, Hepp and
Ruelle in Ref. [6] one can show that for arbitrary local operators Ae g 0

\(HAΩ, U(x)HAΩ)\^c (l + \x\)~3,

and from this estimate it follows after Fourier transformation that HAΩ is an

element of DflPΓ1).
In the next step we integrate t-^At with a function hτ which is defined by

L ( ί - T ) ) , | T | > 1 . (5)

Here h is an arbitrary real, smooth function with compact support which is nor-
malized according to §dth(t)=l. Thus hτ has support in an interval around T
of a length proportional to ln|T|. (It is of no relevance that we have used the
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logarithm to define hτ. Any other slowly increasing function would do the same
job.) We set

Aτ = \dthτ(t)At, \T\>ί (6)

where the integral is defined as a Bochner integral. It follows then from relation
(4) that

AτΩ = $dthτ(t)(eit(H-W)-eίtiH+W)).\P\-1HAΩ. (7)

So the mean ergodic theorem [7] or the explicit calculations in Ref. [1] can be
used to establish the existence of the strong limits

s-lim AτΩ = Pί\P\-1HAΩ = PίAΩ, (8)
T-*±oo

where P1 is the projection onto the space ^ of massless one-particle states.
Now if A is localized in some bounded region 0, Ae 5(0)> it follows from relations
(3) and (6) that Aτ is localized in a region which is for sufficiently large Tspacelike
separated from any given bounded region Θ1 in the future tangent 0+ of 0 γ. So
owing to locality one gets for all Fe 5(0+) = (J 5(0i)

01 C (5 +

s-lim ATFΩ = s-lim FATΩ = FP1AΩ (9)
T-+αo T-+00

and this relation defines a linear operator Aout on the dense set of vectors
{FΩ.Fe 5(0+)}. In our first lemma we list some properties of this operator.

Lemma 1. Let AE 5O be localized in some bounded region 0CIR4, Ae 5(0).
a) Then the operator Aou\ which is defined on the dense set of vectors

{FΩ:Fe%(Θ+)}by

AouXFΩ = s-lim ATFΩ = FPγAΩ
T^oo

is closable. We also denote the least closed extension of this operator by Aout and its
domain by D{A0Ut).

b) 04*o u t)*D,4o u t; if in particular A* = A then Aout is hermitian.
c) For arbitrary Fe%(Θ+) one has F'D(AOλit)cD(Aout) and [Aou\i7]Φ = 0

for any ΦeD{Aout). An analogous statement holds for Aout*.

Proof a) We have already seen that ^4out is densely defined on the vectors
FΩ, Fe 5(0+). The fact that it is closable follows immediately from the relation

{FΩ,AoutFΩ)= lim [FΏ,ATFΩ)= lim (FA%Ω9FΩ) = {FtP1A*Ω9FQ)
T-+oo T —> oo

which holds for arbitrary F, F'e 5(0+).
b) This statement is a consequence of the above relation if one replaces A by A*.

1 As in Ref. [1] we call the positive cone Θ+ of all points which have a positive timelike separation
from Φ the future tangent of Θ
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c) For any Φe D(/Γut) there exists a sequence Fne $(Θ+) such that s-lim FnΩ = Φ

and s-lim ΛoutFnΩ = ΛoutΦ. Hence if Fe %(Θ+) then
n

s-lim AoutFFnΩ = s-lim FFn P1AΩ = s-lim FAoutFnΩ = FAoutΦ
n n n

and since Aout is closed and s-lim FFnΩ = FΦ the statement follows. |
n

Remark. Since the operator ^4out is only defined on the closure of {FΩ.Fe ${(9+)}
with respect to the graph topology it might seem to be necessary to label Aout

by the localisation region G of A (which was not unambiguously defined by the
requirement that A is an element of the algebra 5(0)). However, we shall see later
that Aout does not depend on the precise shape of Θ.

So far the construction of the asymptotic fields Aout does not differ very much
from that of Ref. [1]. However, in order to verify that the unbounded operators
Aout may be used to construct the collision states we have to go now into a detailed
analysis of their domains D(,4out). The subsequent lemma will be an important
tool in these investigations. In the formulation of this proposition we have to pay
attention to the momentum space behaviour of the operators in g 0 . For this
purpose we distinguish a family of subsets %N, NeΉ in g 0 . The elements of $N

are all finite sums of operators of the form

\dtφ{tyt{Pn)Ae~it{Pn\ Ae%0 (10)

where (Pn) = Hn0 — (Pn) is the component of the 4-momentum operator P in the
positive timelike direction n and φ(t) is a testfunction with compact support
which has a Fourier transform φ~(ω) with an JV-fold zero at ω = 0. As N increases
the operators in g v behave more and more smoothly at the origin in momentum
space. Each %N is a linear space of operators which is stable under taking adjoints
and which is invariant under Poincare transformations. Moreover, it maps the
vacuum into a dense set of vectors in jtfQΩ. After these preliminary remarks
we are prepared to formulate the proposition. The proof is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 2. Let A1,...An be elements of %N,N sufficiently large (depending on the
total number n of operators). Then

a) \\AίT...AnTΩ\\^c uniformly in T.

b) lim {ΩMiτ...AnTΩ)=Σ(Ω,AiιP1Ai2Ω)...(Ω,Ain_1P1AinΩ)
1 —> ± co

if n is even. The sum extends over all partitions of ( l , . . .n) into ordered pairs. For

odd n the limit vanishes.

The fact that the sequences AίT...AnTΩ are uniformly bounded in Twill
enable us to establish their convergence in the limit of large T There is no reason
to doubt that the limit vectors Ψout(Aί, ...An) are just the collision states of massless
Bosons we are interested in. However, in order to verify this we need some more
informations. It will be important for our argument that there exists an alternative
way of constructing the vectors Ψout(Aly...An) with the aid of the asymptotic
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fields: Ψout(Aί,...An) = ATt...A°n

utΩ. We give the precise statements in the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 3. Let A9Al9...Anbe elements of%N9 N sufficiently large.
a) Then the weak limit

w-lim Alτ...AnTΩ=Ψout(Al9...An)
T-+00

exists. It is multilinear in Au...An and depends only on the one-particle states
P1A1Ω9...P1Atfl.

b) ΨQut(A19... An) is in the domain of Άout * and

A0Ut*Ψ0Ui(Au...An)=Ψ0Ut(A*,Au...An).

c) If in addition A is localized in Θ and Aί9...An are localized in the future
tangent G+ ofΘ, then Ψout(Au...An) is also in the domain ofAoui and

Proof, a) We give a proof by induction: for n = 1 the statement follows from
relation (8). So let us assume that it holds for (n— 1). Now if Ax is localized in G
we get for any

lim (FΩ9Alτ...AnTΩ)
T-+σo

= lim {FA*τΩ,A2τ AnTΩ)= lim {FP1AfΩ9A2T...AnTΩ)
T-*oo Γ->oo

where we made use of the fact that AfτΩ converges strongly and A2T AnTΩ
weakly (by assumption). Thus the sequence Alτ...AnTΩ converges on the dense
set of vectors FΩ,Fe^{G+) and since it is uniformly bounded (Lemma 2) it
converges weakly.

The statement concerning the linear properties of ΨOλi\A1,...An) needs no
extra explanation. In order to verify that the vectors depend only on the one-
particle states P1AίΩ,...P1AnΩ we observe that the relation P1AΩ = 0 implies
Aout = 0 and therefore also (A*out)* = 0, because (^* o u t)* is an extension of the
closed operator Aom (Lemma 1). Therefore, anticipating part b) of the lemma we get

if any one of the operators At maps the vacuum Ω into the orthogonal complement
J^1:PιAίΩ = 0.

b) This statement follows from

(AoutFΩ,Ψ™t(Au...An))

= lim (AτFΩ9Alτ...AnTΩ)= lim {FΩ,A%Alτ...AnTΩ)
T-»oo Γ->oo

bearing in mind that the set {FΩ.Fe %{G+)} is a core for the operator Aout by its
very definition.
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c) If Φ is any vector in the domain of A0Λλi * we get

out{Au...An)) = lim (Φ,AomAlτ...AnTΩ)
T

because the vectors Aιτ...AnTΩ are (for large T) in the domain of Aout owing
to the localisation properties of Aί9...An. So we have only to verify that the
weak limit w-lim AoutAίτ... AnTΩ exists. Now

Γ->oo

\\A°MAιτ...AnTΩ\\2 = (A°"tAlτ...AnTΩ,AoutAιτ...AnTΩ)

= (A0UtA*τ...A*τAlτ...AnTΩ,A°"ιΩ)

= (Aϊτ...A*lτAίT...AnTΩ,Aoaί*AOMΩ)

^\\A*nT...AχτAίT...AnTΩ\\-\\A0M*A0MΩ\\^c

uniformly in T. (Here we used part c) of Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and part b) of the
present proposition.) Therefore it suffices again to establish the convergence
of the sequence AouίAiT...AnTΩ on the dense set of vectors FΩ, F €$(&+). But

l i m ( F Ω , AwiA 1 τ... A n T Ω ) = ( A o u t * FΩ, Ψout{A u... An))
T-*oo

= {A*outFΩ,Ψou\Au...An))

and this completes the proof of the lemma. |

Of course the whole construction can be carried out equally well at large
negative times T. Since the results are completely analogous it is not necessary
to list them here.

3. The Collision States

We take a break now in our discussion of the asymptotic fields to analyse the
vectors Ψ0U\A1,...An). As was indicated above it will turn out that these vectors
are just the collision states of massless Bosons. To begin with we show that they
have the correct scalar products.

Lemma 4. Let A*,... ^4*, Am+1,...Anbe elements of %N, N sufficiently large. If the
first m operators A*,... A^ are localized in regions Θί,...Θm with a positive timelike
separation, ΘiC(Θi + 1)+ for z = l , . . .m—1, then

(ΨOU\A^• Aΐ)9 Ψout(Am+ u...An)) = X ( β , A^Aifl)...(β, Ain_^AJί)

ifn is even. The sum extends over all partitions of(l,...ri) into ordered pairs. For
odd n the scalar product vanishes.
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Proof. Owing to the localisation properties of Af9... A% we can apply part b) and c)
of Lemma 3 and write

(ΨOUX(A*,... Aΐ)9 Ψout(Am+ί,... An)) = (A*wt. Atout£>, Ψ™\Am+1,... An))

O n the other hand we have ΨOU\AU... An) = w-lim A1T... AnTΩ. We get therefore
T->ao

from part b) of Lemma 2

if n is even and zero if n is odd. This completes the proof. |

In order to extend this result to arbitrary configurations of operators Al9...An

it is convenient to distinguish suitable linear combinations of the vectors
Ψout(A1,...An). For any given set of operators Aί,...Ane

<ftN,N sufficiently large,
we define recursively

Φi = (Afoui)*Ω = P1AiΩ

° {Ω,AiPiAjΩ)Ώ (11)

_ out , out out _ , Λj,nΛit\4, JH out out j . v—> /^v ^ Ϊ-> ^ ^ \ -R out \ / out -f.

Φ i l xΦ i 2 x. . .xΦ / n =(i ί *
o u t )* Φ i 2 x . . . x Φ / n - £ (Ω,i4ilP1i4ikΩ) Φ i 2x..Λ/...xΦ i n

fc=2

7

where the symbol \J denotes omission of Φ7. Of course this reshuffling is nothing
else but normal ordering; proceeding from Ψout(A1, ...An) to Φ^x1...°xΦn amounts
to subtracting from Ψout(Al9...AJ all contributions with a particle number less
than n. The labeling of the normal ordered vectors Φ1

(5<t...oxtΦπ by the one-
particle states Φ^P^Ω is justified by the fact that the vectors Ψou\A1,...An)
depend in a linear way on P ^ Ω according to Lemma 3. It follows now immedia-
tely from Lemma 4 that for any collection of operators A1,...Ame^N which are
localized in regions Θu...Θm with a positive timelike separation, ΘiC{Θi_1)+,
i = 2,...m and any other collection Af

l9...A
f

ne^N with no requirements on the
localisation regions, (in an obvious notation)

/ _ OUt OUt j . j . , OUt OUt _ , x _ v - , , , . _ . . s •*• -I- , \ / ^ Λ\

(Φ1 x ... x Φ m , Φ\ x ... x φn) = δmn'2,(Φί, Φ ' ( 1 ) ) . . . ( Φ n , Φpίn)) (12)

if iV is sufficiently large. The sum extends over all permutations P=(p(l),...p{ή))
of (1,... ή). In particular one gets for the restricted class of vectors

| |Φ 1

o χ t . . . °χ t Φ m | | 2 ^m! . | |Φ 1 | | 2 . . . | | Φ m | | 2 (13)

and this shows that these vectors depend continuously on the one-particle states Φt.
Now for any set of vectors Φ"1,...Φ"meJf1 one can specify sequences of op-

erators A(i\...A(£)e'$N with localisation properties given above, such that simul-
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taneously for all i = l , . . . m the strong limits s-limP1A\n)Ω = ΦΛ

i exist2. So the

continuity of the vectors Φx°x ...°x Φm with respect to the one-particle constituents
Φt makes an extension possible to arbitrary configurations Φ"l9...Φ

r

meJtfί. We
use the symbol Φ ^ x ...°x ΦΛ

m also for these extensions. This is a consistent nota-
tion because the restricted class of vectors is dense in the set of vectors which
were defined by relation (11) for arbitrary operators Aί9...Ame<$N (and not only
for the particular configurations considered above). For a proof of this statement
we recall that the weak convergence of a sequence Ψn implies II w-lim Ψn\\ ^lim| | Ψn\\

and this fact together with part a) of Lemma 3 and part b) of Lemma 2 allows one
to show

| | Φ 1 x \ . . T φ J | 2 5 Ξ X(Φ 1 ,Φ p ( 1 ) ) . . . (Φ m , Φp(m)) (14)
p

for arbitrary operators A1,...Ame<^N. If we take now (as above) sequences of
operators A{ΐ\...A{^e^N such that the vectors Φ^^P^Ω converge to
Φ^P^Ω, then the sequence Φψ°x ...°x Φ%} converges to some vector Ψ. Hence
using relation (12) and (14) we get the estimate

P

This is however incompatible with Cauchy's inequality unless ψ = Φί°x ...°x Φm.
It also follows that for arbitrary Φί,...ΦmeJfί the vectors Φ^x...0^ Φm and
thus a fortiori the vectors defined in relation (11) have the scalar products
given by relation (12).

Remark. Knowing the scalar products of φ / x ...°x Φm and therefore also those
of Ψoui(Aί,... Am) it is obvious that the sequences A1T... AmTΩ defined in Lemma 3
converge strongly: they converge weakly and in addition

IIw-lim Alτ...AmTΩ\\= lim \\Alτ...AmTΩ\\ .
II T-^oo II Γ-+αo

Our next task consists in checking the transformation properties of Φ^x ...°x Φm

under Poincare transformations U(L\ Le 0*. As expected we get for any set of
vectors Φ t , . . . Φme3&Ί

U{L)Φί x ... x Φm = (l/1(L)Φ1) x ... x (C/!(L)ΦJ (16)

where L-^U^L) denotes the representation of the Poincare group & in Jf^
In order to verify equation (16) it suffices to prove

\AU ...AJ= Ψout(aL(Ail *L(AJ) (17)

for arbitrary operators Au...Ame$N. We shall do this by induction. For n=l
the statement holds trivially. So assuming that it holds for (n— 1) we get the

2 It follows from a Reeh-Schlieder type argument given in Ref. [1], that the operators Fe ^N which
are localized in the future tangent of some bounded region & generate from the vacuum a dense set of
vectors in [g^Ω]=jf ΘΩ Hence, given n, one can find a bounded region &{"] and an operator A{"]e %N

which is localized in Θψ such that \\Φ\-PίΛ
i")Ω\\Sn~1. Then there exists another bounded region

Θψ in the future tangent of Θψ and an operator A(

2

n) which is localized in 0(

2

n) such
that WΦ^-P^ΩW^n'1 and so on
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string of equations (using Lemma 3)

(FΩ,U(L)Ψ™(Au...Am))

= (αL-i(F)O, (Atwγψwt(A29... Am)) = (a^^P^Ω, Ψ™\A2,... AJ)

= (FP1αLWϊ)O, U(L)Ψ°»t(A2,...Am)) (18)

= (otL(AίΓ'FΩ, Ψ™\aL{A2\... aL{Am)))

as long as F is localized in the future tangent of the localisation region of aL(Af).
This establishes relation (17).

Finally we mention that the vectors Φ^x...0^ Φm are symmetric under per-
mutations of the one-particle constituents Φ f: if (p(l), ...p(m)) is any permutation
of the numbers (l,...m) then it follows from the symmetry properties of the
scalar products given in relation (12) that

Φ
out out rf. -f- out out i /iίYv

p ( 1 ) x . . . x Φ p ( m ) = Φ 1 x . . . x Φ m . (19)

So the massless particles in our model really obey Bose-statistics. Summing up
we realize that the vectors Φ1°χ

t...°xtΦn have the features expected of an asymtoti-
cally freely moving configuration of massless particles Φ 1 ? . . . Φ n . We list the most
relevant properties of these vectors in the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let Φ1,...ΦneJtf?

1 be any collection of massless one-particle states.
Then the vectors Φί°x...°xΦn defined above have the following properties:

a) Φp(i)X t . . .χ ι Φ p ( n pΦ 1

o χ t . . .χ t Φ n for any permutation P=(p(l),...p(n)) of the
numbers (l,...n).

b) U(L)'Φ1°x\..°xΦn = (U1(L)Φί)T...°x\U1{L)Φn) where L-tU^L) is the
representation ofΊ? in 2tfΛ.

c) (Φ/x\.. oχΦM ?Φ
/

1

oχ t . . . ox tΦJ = δm π X(Φ 1 ,Φ p ( 1 ) ). . .(Φ n ,Φ; ( M ) ) and the sum ex-
p

tends over all permutations P of (1,... ή).

So the Hubert space <# o u t which is generated by Ω and the vectors Φfx .. .°xΦB,
weN is the familiar Fock-space over the one-particle space Jf\. It is obvious
from our construction that the vectors in this space may be interpreted (in terms
of measurements at large positive times) as outgoing configurations of massless
particles. Therefore the usual definition and interpretation of a scattering matrix
for the massless particles is possible and makes physical sense.

4. The Asymptotic Field Algebras

So far the asymptotic fields Aout have served as an aid in constructing the collision
states. However, from the point of view of physics their significance should go
much beyond that: in quantum electrodynamics for example, one expects that
the operators Aout correspond to field strength measurements performed at large
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positive times; similar interpretations in terms of observables should be possible
in other models. Now it is one of the basic principles in quantum mechanics that
an operator has to admit a spectral decomposition in order to be accepted as an
observable. It is therefore gratifying that one can specify within our general
framework a large set of selfadjoint asymptotic field operators Λou\ The proof
of this assertion is based on the subsequent lemma in which it is shown that the
operators Aout act on the collision states Φ1°χt...°χtΦn like a free field.

Lemma 6. Let A be an element of $No, No sufficiently large. Then the collision
states Φι°x...°xΦn are in the domain of Aout for arbitrary configurations
Φ1,... Φne fflγ and every ne N. Furthermore,

fc=l

where Φ = PXAΩ and Φ = PXA*Ω.

Proof Let the operators Aι,... Ane $N be localized in the future tangent Θ+ of the
localisation region Θ of Ae$N. Then it is evident from relation (11), part b) of
Lemma 1 and part c) of Lemma 3 that the statement holds for the configuration
Φ1 = PίAίΩ,...Φn = P1AnΩ, provided N is big enough (depending on n). We shall
extend this result to the operators Aou\ Ae gN o, where No is some fixed, sufficiently
large number which does not depend on n. For this purpose we recapitulate the
proof of part c) of Lemma 3: if Φe D(Aout *), then

\(Aaai*Φ9Ψ
mt{A1,...AJ)\= limJΦ,A0UtAlτ...AnTΩ)

SliψJup\\Φ\\-\\A0UtAίT...AnTΩ\\.

Now owing to the localisation properties of Ax,... An we get

Aϊτ...A*ίTAlτ...AnTΩ\\ \\Aout*AoutΩ\\.

This expression is uniformly bounded if Aί,...Ane
(^N,N sufficiently large, and

Ae %No where No is such thatt||,4
oυt*v4out£21| < oo3. Hence the vectors Ψout(Al9... An)9

and therefore also Φ^x ...°x Φm are elements of D(A0Ut). Next we calculate how
v4out acts on these vectors. For this purpose we take a sequence A{m)e ^N such that
s-\imP1A

{m)Ω = P1AΩ and s-limP1A
im)*Ω = P1A*Ω; we require furthermore

m m

that the operators A{m) are localized in the timelike cylinder (J {Θ + (t,β)}.

A simple example exhibiting these properties is

Aim)=$dtφJt)eiHtAe-iHt

where

φ~m(ω) = (l+(e-iωm-l)/iojrn)NφXω/m), me N .
Here φ(t) is a testfunction which vanishes for ί^O and \dt φ{t)—\. Bearing in
mind that the statement of the lemma has already been proven for the special

3 Since we want to apply the estimates given in the Appendix we have to choose JV0 = 15 here.
However we conjecture that all propositions in this chapter remain true if No=0
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configurations of operators A,Aί,...Ane%N mentioned above we get for any

(FΩ, A°utΦ1°x...°xΦn)=(FPiA*Ω, Φ, xι ...°x Φπ)

, Φ1°xt...°x Φn)

k=l

(Φ™,Φk)-[FΩ,Φiy...\J..°xιΦn

= (FΩ,{φTφ1

oχ t...ox'Φπ

This proves the lemma for the special configurations; the extension to arbitrary
configurations Φ1,...Φne2tf)

1 can be performed owing to the continuity of the
vectors Φ/x ...°xΦn with respect to the one-particle consituents and the fact that
Aout is closed. |

The operators Aout act on the collision states like a free field and this will
enable us to specify a dense set of analytic vectors in their domain. It follows then
from a well known theorem of Nelson [8; Theorem X.39] that Aout is selfadjoint
provided it is hermitian.

Theorem 7. Let A = A* be an element of 3K$)nSjv0> No

 a s z n Lemma 6.
a) Then Aout is selfadjoint.

b) lf&i is a region with a non-empty future-tangent (6^)+ and ifΘγ~2>Θ, then the

dense set of vectors {FΩ:Fe g((#i)+)} is a core for Aou\

c) Aoui is uniquely determined by the one-particle state PrAΩe 2tfγ if A varies

within the above restrictions.

Proof a) Using part c) of Lemma 1, Lemma 6 and relation (12) it is straightforward
to verify that

for arbitrary Feg($+). This estimate shows that the dense set of vectors
{FΩ\Fe(${Θ+)} is a set of analytic vectors (in the terminology of Ref. [8]) for the
operator ^4out. Since Aout is hermitian (Lemma 1) the theorem of Nelson quoted
above guarantees that Aout is selfadjoint.

b) Since ΘcΘx and (ΘJ+ is not empty we can restrict Aout to the dense set of
vectors {FΩ:Fe<$((Θ1)+)}. This restriction defines a closable operator and we
denote its least closed extension by Aout. Now the wholejirgument establishing
the selfadjointness of Aoui can be applied likewise to Aout. Hence Aout is also
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selfadjoint. But a selfadjoint operator is maximal, and since Aoui is a selfadjoint

extension of i ^ we get ,4oυt = ,4out.
c) Let Al9A2ε

($No be two selfadjoint operators satisfying PίAίΩ = PίA2Ω.
Then there exists a bounded region Θ, containing the localisation regions Θ1 and
Θ2 of Ax and A29 such that the operators AT and A°2

ut coincide on the dense set
{FΩ:Fe$(Θ+)}. However these vectors are a core for both operators, according
to part b) of the theorem, and therefore AT = A°2

U\ |

With this theorem at our disposal it is now fairly simple to prove that the
operators Aout have all essential features of a free, massless field. But there is one
little problem: it is rather difficult to specify a dense set of vectors in the domain
of Aoui on which the operators Aout(x)= U(x)AoutU(x)-1 are defined for all xeR 4 . 4

Let us therefore confine our attention to open regions ίMcJR4 with a non-empty
future tangent <% + . Then the intersection of the domains U(x)D(Aout), xeίM
contains the dense set of vectors Dm{Aoni)= {FΩ.Fe f] %(Θ++x)} and the

functions x-+A0Ut{x)Φ,xe& are defined for all ΦeDm(A0Ut). The next theorem
shows that these functions are covariant solutions of the wave-equation.

Theorem 8. Let A satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 7. Then
a) DXA

ou\x) = 0on Dm(Aoυt) for xe 01.
b)

Proof a) This follows immediately from the relation

Aout(x)FΩ= U{x)Aouta^x(F)Ω = FU{x)P1AΩ

for FE f] *$(&+ +x) and the fact that A is continuously differentiable with respect
xeβ

to the translations.
b) The intersection of the domains U(L)D(Aout) and D(αL04)out) contains the

dense set of vectors {FΩ:Fe^((LΘ)+)} on which the operators coincide. This set
is a core for both operators and therefore the statement follows. |

Finally we have to analyse the commutation properties of the operators Aoui.
As expected it turns out that

[AT, A°2

ut~\ = (&, [AT, AT~]Ω) 1 (20)

and the commutator vanishes in particular for operators A1,A2 with spacelike
or timelike separated localisation regions. In order to exclude all possible patho-
logies connected with the unboundedness of the operators A°"\ A°2

ut we reformulate
relation (20) in terms of the resolvent R(Aout) = (i ί

Theorem 9. Let A1,A2 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 7. Then

a) [R(ATl R(AT)] = (Ω, [AT, ^ u t ] β ) ^(^° i u t )^(^ υ t ) 2 ^(^i u t )
b) // Aί9 A2 are localized in spacelike or timelike separated double cones then

c) If Aγ is localized in some region Θ, then for all FE S(#+) [R(AT)> i7] = 0.

J. Frohlich has kindly pointed out to us that such a set exists
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Proof, a) It follows from the definition of the approximations Aτ given in Chapter 2
that Λτ is selfadjoint and R(Aτ) = (i + Aτ)~1 is uniformly bounded in T'ύA = A*.
Therefore we get for all

s-lim (ί + Aτ)-1'(i + Aoui)FΩ = s-lim {i + AT)~l (ί + Aτ)FΩ =
T> T +T -+o

proving that (i + Aj)'1 converges strongly on the range of (i + ̂ 4out). However
this is the whole Hubert space ffl if Aout is selfadjoint. Hence we can write, after
a little algebra

ίR(AT% R(AT)-] = s-lim IR(A1T), R(A2T)]
T-*co

= s-lim {R(A1T)R(A2T)
2[_A2T, \_AiT,A2T]-\R{A2T)R{A1T)

Γ->oo

+ R(Alτ)R(A2T)
2R(AίT)lAlτ, [Λ 1 T, A2TJ\R{A1T)

+ R{A1T)R{A2T)
2R{A1T) \_A1T,A2T]}.

Now the first two terms in the curly bracket do not give a contribution, because
in the limit of large Tthe double commutators

IA1T, IA1T, A2TJ] and [_A2T, [A1T, A2TJ]

vanish in the uniform topology. (See the Appendix.) So if Aγ and A2 are localized
in some region Θ, we get for all Fe 5(0+) (using part a) of Lemma 3, relation (11)
and Theorem 5)

= s-lim R(A1T)R(A2T)
2R{A1T).F[.A1T,A2T]Ω

T-+OO

= w-lim RiAT^RiA^ψRiAT^-FlA.T, A2T]Ω

= (Q, [AT\ A°2

nt~] Ω) R{AT)R{AT?R{AT)' FΩ

and this completes the proof of the first third of the lemma.
b) Owing to the preceding result it suffices to consider the vacuum expectation

value

(Ω, ίAT\ A

where P(m = 0) is the projection onto the states with zero mass, viz. the vacuum
Ω and the one-particle states Jf [. An application of the techniques of the Jost-
Lehmann-Dyson representation to the commutator function x-+(Ω, [^i(x), A2~\Ω)
as in Ref. [9] or [10] shows that the above expression vanishes if A1 and A2 are
localized in spacelike separated double cones. For timelike separation of the
operators we can exploit the support properties of solutions of the wave-equation
or, more directly, part c) of Lemma 1:

c) This statement follows from part c) of Lemma 1 and the selfadjointness of
AT\ I
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We conclude this chapter with the construction of the asymptotic field algebra
g o u t and a brief discussion of its properties. Similarly as in Ref. [1] we define first
of all local algebras S°ut($i) attached to double cones Θx of arbitrary size and
location

%out(®i)={Aout:A = A*emi)^NQ}\ (21)

or in words: go υ t($i) is the von Neumann algebra which is generated by all
selfadjoint asymptotic field operators Λoxxt constructed from local operators
Ae%{Θ1). In this definition we have restricted out attention to double cones,
because it is only for such regions that we know that the algebras $°υt(^i) and
go u t($ 2) commute: g o u t ( ^ i ) C $ o u W if #i and Θ2 are spacelike separated.
(Compare part b) of Theorem 9.) However, there is a canonical way to extend the
definition of go υ t($) to arbitrary bounded regions & without loss of the commuta-
tion properties at spacelike distances: for a general region Θ we define %OU\Θ)
as the von Neumann algebra which is generated by all $o u t($i) with Θ1C&', the
asymptotic field algebra g o υ t is then the global C*-algebra of all local algebras
$out((9). It is obvious from the results in the present chapter that with our definition
the net $-»go υ t($) enjoys all the properties usually required in quantum field
theory; it is in particular local and covariant.

As in the Fermi case [1] there are some geometrical relations between the net
of the underlying field algebra g and the net of the asymptotic algebra g o u t : if Θ
is any region, bounded or unbounded, with a non-trivial future tangent Θ+, then
the asymptotic fields localized in Θ commute with the basic fields localized in Θ+,

H β ) C g ( ( P + ) ' . (22)

(If & is an unbounded region we define go u t($) as the smallest von Neumann
algebra containing all algebras %OλΛ\Θx) with &ίcΘ.) This relation follows easily
from part c) of Theorem 9. It is characteristic for massless particles and may be
interpreted as the field-theoretic version of Huyghens' principle.

5. Concluding Remarks

It is a remarkable fact that the asymptotic field algebras do exist in all charge
sectors which can be obtained from the vacuum with the aid of local fields or
(more generally) localized morphisms [10]. The details of the model, in par-
ticular the superselection structure and the massive part of the particle spectrum
are irrelevant for the construction. It seems therefore to be reasonable to base an
analysis of the infra-particle problem (mentioned in the introduction) on these
algebras. Although we do not hope for a complete solution within our general
setting, we are optimistic that an analysis of the asymptotic algebras will yield
at least a survey of the mathematical structures which are relevant to the descrip-
tion of collision processes of infra-particles.

In models with no infrared difficulties, e.g. if the massive particles have a
precise mass and the collision states can be constructed a la Haag-Ruelle [11],
all representations of g o u t induced by vectors ΨeJf are equivalent to the vacuum
representation. This means that one can specify for each vector Ψe ffl a density
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matrix ρe^{J^out) such that the restrictions of the corresponding states to the
algebra g o u t coincide:

\Ψ9CΨ) = ΎTQC9 C e g o u t . (23)

Hence the results of asymptotic field-strength measurements can always be
interpreted in terms of asymptotic configurations of massless particles. It is
another simple consequence of relation (23) that the weak closure of g o u t is
isomorphic to the algebra of all bounded operators on tfoυt, g o u t "~ &(&out).
Thus g o u t" is a factor of type I (in terms of the classification scheme of von Neumann
algebras [12]) and this feature seems to be typical for a situation with no infrared
problems.

If infinitely many massless particles are produced in collisions, relation (23)
does no longer hold and there appear other representations of 3ίoυt besides the
Fock-representation. This will manifest itself in a somewhat different structure
of go u t". It is a reasonable speculation that g o u t " is still type I in such a situation,
however it should be no longer a factor. So we expect that <5°ut" is in general
isomorphic to Jf(jί* o u t)®3 where 3 is the center of go u t". The inequivalent
representations of g o u t could then be distinguished by the elements of 3 and the
inevitable next question is: what is the physical significance of the elements of 3 ?
In order to give an idea of a possible answer we quote a remark of Frohlich.
He gives in a very interesting article [13] an argument that in models like quantum
electrodynamics 3 should be the algebra of the momenta of the charged particles.
This result is in accord with the folk-lore that different momentum distributions
of charged particles give rise to inequivalent representations of the asymptotic
photon algebras. One might hope that 3 admits such a simple physical inter-
pretation also in general.

Besides an analysis of 3> which could be useful for a classification of the
representations of g o u t and an understanding of their global structure, it would
be desirable to extract from the basic postulates some informations about the
intrinsic properties of these representations. We believe that relation (22) (the
field theoretical version of Huyghens' principle) could be an important tool in
such investigations. For example, it follows quite easily from this relation that the
vectors Ψe J f induce representations of the local algebras go u t($) (Θ being any
region with a non-trivial future tangent Θ+) which are equivalent to the vacuum
representation. So relation (23) holds also in general if one restricts the operators
C to the algebras go u t(0). The density matrix ρ however will depend on the size
of 0 and there exists in general no global ρ. For the proof of this assertion we use
a fundamental result in the theory of von Neumann algebras [12, Theorem 2.7.9]:
if a von Neumann algebra 9W, containing 1, on a Hubert space Jf7 has a separating
vector ξ, then every normal state ψ of $01 can be represented by a vector η in the
strong closure of the subspace {Mξ.MeW}. In our example 9W is the algebra
go u t(0) and ξ is the vacuum Ω, which is cyclic for %(Θ+) and therefore (by rela-
tion (22)) separating for go υ t(0). Now every vector Ψe J f gives rise to a normal
state of %out(Θ) and, according to the proposition quoted above, there exists a
vector ηe {FΩ.Fe ^{Θ)}^ = jfout such that (Ψ, CΨ) = (η, Cη) for all Ce go u t(0).
This proves the statement.

It is remarkable that the frequently discussed coherent infrared representations
(see e.g. [14]) are in general equivalent to the vacuum representation only for
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bounded regions G [15]. In contrast to our result, this equivalence gets usually
lost if Θ is an infinitely extended region, like the backward lightcone. So our
result may be used to single out the physically interesting representations which
are compatible with an underlying field theoretical structure. In this context we
want to point out that the special representations to which one is led by a study
of morels with external convection currents (as in [16]) or by a perturbative
approach to field theory (as in [17]) are consistent with our results.

Another type of questions, worth while to look at within the context of the
present studies, is related to the problem of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
No systematic analysis of the observable consequences of a spontaneously broken
symmetry has been carried out so far in the general framework of quantum field
theory. There exist only some isolated results like the Goldstone theorem [4],
which assures the existence of massless particles, or Adler's theorem on zeros
of the S-matrix, which holds in certain models [18]. (For a review of the present
status of the discussion see the recent article of Joos and Weimar [19].)

The alternatives in the field theoretical description of models with a spontane-
ously broken symmetry group ^ are well known: either one insists on the irre-
ducibility of the basic field algebra g, then ^ cannot be unitarily implemented
in ffl and acts only via automorphisms on g. Or one uses a formulation in which
^ is unitarily implemented; then g is reducible and the vacuum Ω is not unique.
Joos and Weimar advertise in their paper the second approach because it allows
the application of group theoretical methods generally used in physics. We want
to stress here that the apparent drawback of the second approach, the presence
of many vacua, causes no difficulties as far as the formulation of a collision theory
for the massless particles is concerned. Going through our whole construction
once more it is evident that the uniqueness of the vacuum is not crucial. In models
with a degenerate vacuum the main modifications are in Lemma 2. Whereas the
first part of this proposition remains unchanged the second half has to be replaced
by

lim (Ω,Aιτ...AnTΩ) = Σμμ{ξ)(Ωξ,AiiPιAhΩi)...(Ωi,Ain_iPχAiβξ) (24)
T ±* ± oo

where dμ(ξ) is a positive measure on the spectrum space of the center of g and
ξ->Ωξ is the corresponding decomposition of the vacuum space Jf0. (Of course
the scalar products of the collision states have to be modified in a similar manner.)
So even in models with a degenerate vacuum a collision theory for the massless
particles exists and seems to be an appropriate starting point for a systematic
analysis of the observable consequences of spontaneously broken symmetries.

Appendix

In this appendix we are concerned with the proof of Lemma 2. This proposition
is, in the massless case, a substitute for the well known bounds on vacuum expecta-
tion values of local operators at spacelike distances in theories with mass gap [6].
Fortunately, many of the basic ideas of Araki et al. expounded in Ref. [6] can be
carried over also to the present case. So, properly speaking, our argument is
nothing more but a rather tedious yet straightforward application of methods
already developed.
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To begin with we give a summary of the main steps in our proof. For this
purpose let us have a look at the vacuum expectation values of the operators
At = t:\dco B(t, te\B = -2d0A defined in relation (3):

Bearing in mind that the operators Aτ defined in relation (6) are averages of the
operators At at time T over an interval of size ln| T\, it is evident that our main
task consists in verifying that the above expression is uniformly bounded in
t1,...tn if all time differences \tt — t^ are small compared to ti9 ty We shall do this
by first converting the vacuum expectation value (Ω, B± ...BnΩ) (where we have
suppressed the coordinates for a moment) into a sum of vacuum expectation
values of commutators. This is possible because of the spectrum condition which
enables us to replace each operator Bt acting on the vacuum by a creation operator
Bt such that

BΪΩ = Bβ and (Bl

+)*β = 0.

So if we replace in (Ω, B1 ...BnΩ) the operator Bn by B* and commute it to the
left, we get a sum of expressions each of which contains a commutator [Bh B^~\.
The remaining term with B^ on the extreme left vanishes owing to (£j~)*Ω = 0.
Now in some of the terms of this sum the commutators \Bi9 £*] are placed on the
right of operators Bk, Bt. In these expressions we commute the commutators
[Bi9 B+~\ to the left until they are placed next to the vacuum. Again we get contribu-
tions in which now double commutators [B^ [BpB+J] are placed on the right
of operators Bk, Bι and again we commute these double commutators to the left.
We continue this procedure until all commutators are placed on the left, next to
the vacuum, and all single operators Bk, B{ are placed on the right of the com-
mutators. Then we repeat the whole procedure: we replace the operator Bm,
say, which is now next to the vacuum by B* and commute it to the left. Then
we commute all commutators originating from this procedure to the left until
again all single operators Bk, Bt are placed on the right of all commutators.
Continuing this it is clear that we will finally arrive at a sum of vacuum expecta-
tion values containing only commutators. We give the first few expressions:

n = 2: (β,B1J32β) = (fl,

n = 3: (Ω,B1B2B3Ω)

= (β, [_B19 [ B 2 , B +

+ (0, [Bi, [B2, [B 3,Bί]]]β) + (fl, IIB29

, [ [ 5 1 , [ 5 3 , ^ ] ] , J

, [£Bl9 [B2,β4

+]],B
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Our reason for replacing simple quantities by a whole bunch of complicated
looking expressions is of course that the consequences of locality are more trans-
parent in the latter form. However, the whole procedure would be completely
useless if we would have no control on the localisation properties of the operators
B+. We shall see that if B is an element of one of the linear spaces gN, B+ can be
chosen in such a way that it is quasi-local (in a sense which will be made precise
later). Using locality we are then able to derive a uniform estimate for the spherical
averages of multiple commutators with m ̂  3,

here B* stands for B or B+. It turns out that the norms of these expressions
decrease in the limit of large tί&t2~ ...~tm like an inverse power of tx, provided
all operators Bι,...Bm are elements of %N for some sufficiently large N. For the
commutator, m = 2, we get an upper bound of the norm which is increasing in t v

However, this increase is small compared to the decrease of the multiple com-
mutators and this fact will allow us to neglect in the above vacuum expectation
values all contributions which contain at least one multiple commutator. If n
is even we are then left only with a sum of vacuum expectation values of products
of simple commutators. (Compare the above expressions for n = 2,3 and 4.)
For the treatment of these expressions we have to analyse vectors like

where Po is the projection onto the vacuum. Using locality and a bound on the
2-point function given in Ref. [6] we shall verify that the norms of these vectors
decrease for large t^tj fast enough to suppress all contributions coming from the
remaining commutators. We may therefore insert in

t1..Λn \dωι...\dωn

.(Ω, lBx(tl9 MiX Btih, t2e2)] ... l A - i f o - i , *„-!«„-1), # ( * „ , *„

the projection P o between all commutators, the difference being negligible in
the limit of large t1ttt2&...&tn. It is then simple to infer from the resulting
expression (which is a product of vacuum expectation values containing only one
commutator) the assertion of the lemma.

After these qualitative remarks we come now to the quantitative statements.
For the sake of clarity we split the text into four parts.

a) The Creation Operators B+

Since the vacuum Ω is separating for all local operators it is obvious that the
creation operators B+ defined above cannot be strictly local. In order to have a
measure which indicates how much they deviate from local operators we use the
notion of quasi-localisation introduced by Araki and Haag [20]. We recall their
definition briefly: let ^R be the double cone in configuration space which is the
intersection of the forward cone with tip in (— R, 0) and the backward cone with
tip in (R, 0). Then an operator Fe g is said to be quasi local of order N if there
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exists for each (sufficiently large) R > 0 an approximating local operator FRe ^(^R)
such that

\\F-FR\\^c-R~N

for some constant c. We shall demonstrate now that to each operator
there exists a quasi-local operator B+ of order N such that B+Ω = BΩ and
(B+)*Ω = 0. The elements of g ^ J V e N are finite sums of local operators B of
the form

B = $dtφ(t)eίt{Pn)Ae-it{Pn)

where Λe g 0 and φ(ί) is a testfunction with compact support which has a Fourier
transform φ\ω) with an JV-fold zero at ω = 0. If we apply such a B to the vacuum
we get, owing to the invariance of Ω under translations,

BΩ = $dt φ(t)eit{Pn)AΩ = J φ\ω)E(dω)AΩ

where E(dω) is the spectral measure corresponding to the operator (Pn). Now
(Pri) is a positive operator because of the spectrum condition and the fact that
n is a positive timelike vector. Therefore only positive values of ω contribute to
the above ω-integral and we may therefore replace in the ί-integral the function
φ(t) by φ+(ί), where

dωφ\ω)e
o

Taking into account the JV-fold zero of φ~{ω) at ω = 0 it is easy to verify that
φ+{t) is continuous and |<p + (i)| ̂ c - l ί ] " ^ " 1 . Consequently the integral

B+=$dtφ+(t)eitiPn)Ae-it{Pn)

exists as a Bochner integral. It also follows from the decrease properties of φ + (t)
and the strict locality of A that B+ is quasi local of order JV; we take as local
approximations of B+ the operators B

a(R)

B+= J dtφ + (t)eit{Pn)Ae-it{Pn) with a{R) = 2-1/2\n\-ί(R-R0)
-a(R)

where Ro is the radius of the localisation region ^Ro of A and \n\ is the Euclidean
length of n. It will be important for our argument that the operators BR are
elements of g 0 and that \\BR~ \\<,C, \\d0B^ \\<.c' uniformly in R.

The support properties of φ+ in momentum space imply B+Ω = BΩ and
(B+)*Ω = 0. So B+ is an operator with the desired properties. Since the elements
of gjv are linear combinations of operators similar to B the above construction
can be performed just so for any operator from $N.

b) Bounds on Multiple Commutators

We shall estimate now multiple commutators of the operators

A*=t $dωB*(t, te)

and their time averages. The proofs are based only on locality.
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Lemma, a) Let Bι,...Bnbe operators which are localized in double cones c€Rχ,... %>Rn.
Ifalltii=l,...n are positive (or negative) then

μω1...μωJlB1(t1,t1e1),lB2(t2,t2e2),ί...,Bn(tn,tnen)-]...^\\

where Rkl = Rk + Rι.
b) IfB1,...Bn are quasi local of order N then for any R>0

( £ (2tktιy
1(R2+2R \tk-tι\

fc=l \l = k+ί

and the number c does not depend on R and tί,...tn.

Proof a) We prove the first half of the lemma by induction. For π = 2we have to
consider

Owing to locality the integrand of this expression vanishes for all eu e2 for which
the two inequalities \t1 — t2±Rί2\

2^\tίe1 — t2e2\
2 hold. Consequently we have

to integrate only over the region Gί2 CS2 x S2:

Thus, if χ12 denotes the characteristic function of G 1 2 , we can estimate

ldω1ϊdω2\\lB1(tl9t1e1),B2(t29t2e2)]\\

and this proves the lemma for n = 2. Let us assume now that the lemma holds
for n— 1. Then we get, using locality once more,

1=2

1(tι, ί l β l ) , [B2(ί2, t2e2), [..., Bn(tn, tnen)-] ...]

•μω2...μωn\\lB2(t2,t2e2),l..,Bn(tn,tnen)-]...]\\

( Σ (2tkt,r
1(R

k=ί \l = k+ί

where χ l z is the characteristic function of the region Gu which is defined in analogy
to G 1 2 .
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b) Since the operators B1,...Bn are quasi local of order N we can find ap-
proximating sequences BiR,...BnR which are localized in the double cone C€R

such that

Then we split every operator Bt in the above expression into two parts,
Bt = Biz + iBi — BίR\ obtaining a sum of 2" terms. In one of these terms there
appear only operators BiR and we can apply to it part a) of the lemma. Each
term in the remaining sum contains at least one operator (Bι — BiR) and can
therefore be estimated by cR~N with a suitable constant c. |

We apply now the above lemma for an estimate of multiple commutators
of the time averages

A$=$dthj{t)A*

where hτ is the function defined in relation (5).

Proposition I. Let B1,...Bnbe operators from $N. Then

for large \T\. The constant c does not depend on T.

Remark. If n = 2, the bound given above increases with \T\ like \τflίN+2\ However
for n^3 and N sufficiently large, the bound decreases almost like \T\~[n~2\

Proof Since the operators Bl9... Bn are elements of %N, the corresponding
creation operators BΪ,...B* are quasilocal of order N. On the other hand every
local operator is also quasilocal (of any order) and we can apply part b) of the
preceding lemma to the operators Bf,... B*:

^dt1...μn\hτ(t1)...hτ(tn)\-\t1...tn\

Taking into account the support properties of hτ we get after integration

k n - l

\τ\2 )
for sufficiently large \T\ with a constant d which does not depend on R and |T|.
This inequality holds for arbitrary R>0 and if we put j ^ = |T| 2 ( W~ 1 ) / [ i V + 2 ( n ~ 1 ) ]

the statement follows. |
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c) The Vacuum Expectation Value of Two Commutators

Since our bound on the norm of the commutator \_Afτ, A2T~\ is too weak for later
applications we have still to refine our analysis. We shall estimate in the following
the vacuum expectation value of two such commutators. In these investigations
we shall benefit from a result of Araki, Hepp and Ruelle [6] on the two-point
function:

Lemma. Let Cx and C2 be two local operators from 5o which are localized in %>Rί

and <gRϊ. Then for all 1*1^2(1^ +R2)

• {||Cf Ω||.||30C2Ω||

where Po is the projection onto the vacuum and c is a constant which depends neither
on x nor on Cl9 C2 and RUR2.

In the following we take for the operators Cx and C2 the commutators
[βj{tp tjβj), Bk(tk, tkek)~\. Owing to locality these operators are (for arbitrary tj
and tk) localized in regions with a finite volume, provided the time differences
\tj — tk\ are kept small. We shall make use of this in the proof of the next statement.

Corollary. Let £ l 5 . . . BA be operators from g 0 which are localized in double cones
^ p . . . ^ . Then for arbitrary positive (or negative) £ l 5 . . . £ 4 :

where t=?(t1 + t2 + t3 + ί4) and

Λ = έ ( l + |ί| ( ί 1 ί 2 Γ 1 / 2 + |ί| ( ί 3 ί 4 ) " 1 / 2 ) Σ (Λi + l ί - ί i l ) .
ί = l

The c o n s t a n t c depends n e i t h e r o n t l 9 . . . ί 4 n o r o n B l 9 . . . B A and R l 9 . . . R 4 .

Proof. We consider

K = (Ω, [B^t.e.l B2{t2, t2e2)] (l-P0)lB3{t39 t3e3), B4(ί4, i 4 O]«)

Because of the in variance of the vacuum under translations we can rewrite this
expression according to

K = ( Ω , [ B 1 ( ί 1 - ί , r 1 2 ) , B 2 ( ί 2 - t , r 2 1 ) ] l 7 ( x ) - 1 ( l - P 0 )

where rik=j(tίei — tkek) and x = j{t1eί + t2e2 — t2)e3 — t4eA). Now the commutator
[Bi(ti — ί, rik), Bk(tk — t, rkj] is localized in the double cone c€r with

On the other hand it is zero (owing to locality) if
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Since the zero operator is localized in all regions we get for r the bound

4

We can then apply the preceding lemma and get for |*| ̂  3 £ (Rt + \tt -1\)
ι = l

ti, t^i) , B2(t2, ί2e2)] Ω|| ||[fl0B3(i3.

3«3). doBΛh, UeJ]Ω\\ + (1~3,2

Now the commutators in this expression vanish if

\eί~e2\ = T.

t 1r 2

and analogously for |e 3 — e 4 | 2 . We may therefore estimate |x| in the expression (*) by

£|ί| (k2-«3l-ϊki-«2l-ϊk3-«4l)-4 Σ l*#—̂1

where R is the quantity defined in the formulation of the proposition. It is then
straightforward to verify that for |ί| |e 2 — e 3 | ^

The curly bracket coincides with that given in relation (*). For \t\ \e2 — e3\^
we estimate

|K| S | |[Bi(ίi, heά B2(t2, ί2e2)]*O|| | |[B3(ί3, t3e3\ B4(ί4,

If we perform now the spherical integrations and use the bounds on the norms of
the commutators given in the preceding section we get

2 β 3 4 8(Λ/t)2

'R Σ WBtΓ'WdoBiW

and this completes the proof. |

Integrating the operators At with the functions hτ we arrive at the
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Proposition II. Let Bu ...B4be operators from $N. Then for large \T\

where c is a constant which does not depend on T.

Proof If the operators Bl9... B^e^Q are localized in ^ ^ . . . ^ it follows from
the support properties of hτ and the preceding corollary that for sufficiently
large | T\ (depending on the function h used in the definition of hτ)

R0Λn\T\+ Σ •

R0-\n\T\+ Σ i ^ Σ I
j = l I k=l

Here the constants c and Ro depend only on h. Now if β l 5 . . . β 4 are elements
of 5JV the operators Bf,... Bf are quasilocal of order N. We may therefore split
the operators Bf in

— (O V A A I 11 P W Λ A ~\ (~y\

into the parts 5 * =BfR~\-(Bf — BfR) where 5 ^ are the approximations of Bf
constructed in part a) of this appendix. To the term which contains exclusively
operators BfR we apply the above inequality, bearing in mind that BfR is localized
in ^R and \\BfR\\^ch \\d0BfR\\^c'i uniformly in R. For the remainder we make
use of \\Bf -BfR\\<.c"'R~N getting altogether (for sufficiently large \T\):

and cu c2 do not depend on R and T. If we set now R = \T\6/{N+Ί) the statement
follows. I

d) Proof of Lemma 2

We are now furnished with the information needed to complete the argument.
First we consider the operator

At = t $dωB{t,te) where B=-2d0A.

It follows easily from the definition of the spaces %N that with Ae%N also
— 2d0Ae^N and we may therefore disregard the special form of B for a moment.
Then we convert the vacuum expectation values of the time averages
AT,{Ω,Alτ...AnTΩ), into a sum of terms containing only commutators
[i4fΓ, [̂ 42TJ C ' ^mrl •]. As was explained above there are two types of contribu-
tions. In the first one there is at least one multiple commutator with m ^ 3 . To
such a term we apply Proposition I and get

k

1(0,[ ,[...]...]...[•,[...]
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k

in an obvious notation. Since £ m^n, and since there exists by assumption
z = i

at least one m{ ̂  3 we can estimate

This shows that these contributions converge to zero in the limit of large \T\
provided all operators Bί,...Bn are elements of %N with N>6n(n — 1). If n is even
the remaining contributions are of the form

We shall prove by induction that if N^2n + 15 thenMM(T) converges in the limit
of large \T\ to a product of one-particle scalar products. For n = 2 the statement
follows from Lemma 1, remembering that Bt= — 2d0At\

lim M2(T)= lim (Ω, [4 1 Γ , Ajτ]Ω)= lim {A%TΩ,A2TΩ) = {Ω,A1P1A2Ω).
T-*±oo T-»±oo Γ-> ±oo

Let us assume now that the statement holds for (n — 2). If we replace in the above
expression for Mn(T) the unit operator 1 at the commutator on the left by the sum
l = P 0 + (l-P 0 )weget:

The first expression converges by assumption to

(Ω,AiPiA2Ω)...(Ω,An-iPiAnΩ).

The second term can be estimated, using Proposition I and II, by

I j - i -(JV- 14)/(iV+ 7) I γ\2(n- 2)/(N + 2)

It is obvious that this expression approaches zero in the limit of large |Γ| if
15 and therefore

lim
Γ->±C3O

Summing up, we get for even n after some combinatorics

lim
T-* ± oo

provided Aί,...Ane%N,N sufficiently large. The sum extends over all ordered
pairs it <ί2,... ίn-1 <in taken from (1,... n). For odd n the limit vanishes, because
in this case there do not appear terms of the type Mn(T). This proves the second
part of Lemma 2. The first part is then an elementary consequence.
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